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registration.Posted by Gonzalo
Escobar on Twitter:

@GonzaloEscobar Author’s
note:This article was originally

published in Portuguese on
Invencao e Resistencia. According
to various daily papers, there is a

lot of talk about the return of
Michael Jordan to basketball. Very

little is really known about the
possible “first coming” of Michael

Jordan, in the NBA, but some
rumors say that this is about to
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happen. Look at the media hype. It
has been reported that the NBA

will soon have a special “Retro MJ
Day”, according to ESPN: Sources
have confirmed that the NBA will

have a “Retro Michael Jordan Day”
on Monday, April 1. That day,

there will be various celebrations
of Jordan as a basketball player.
And yes, that includes the one on

his birthday. Jordan’s first game as
a Chicago Bull will be played on

Monday, April 1. It will also be the
Bulls’ first game since the

retirement of Jordan. Sports
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Illustrated reported on 11/1/2018
that the Bulls will have a Jordan

tribute night on the anniversary of
his first game as a Bull on April 1,

2019: The Bulls will hold a free
Jordan tribute night on April 1,
2019, taking place at the United

Center. According to the Chicago
Sun-Times, a non-playoff version

of the Bulls will be in attendance. It
will be the first game after Jordan’s
retirement and the Bulls’ first game
since then. The team will host the
New York Knicks and Brooklyn
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